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Understanding Nutrition
(with CD-ROM,
InfoTrac, and Dietary
Guidelines for
Americans 2005)
Berghahn Books
Presents a guide that
aims to assist
accountants in creating
the reports,
explanations, and
planning documents
needed by clients.
Provides downloadable
example files which are
compatible with all
versions of Excel from
Office 97 through
Office 2003, and can
also be opened with

Excel 12 (in Office
2007).
Identifying Waste on the
Shopfloor The New Press
Defines various careers in
office work, discussing the
nature of the work,
educational or training
requirements, getting
started, advancement
possibilities, salary,
employment outlook, and
sources of more information.
"Multiplication is
for White People"
SAGE
Like all Shopfloor
Series books,
Identifying Waste
on the
Shopfloorpresents
concepts and tools
in simple and
accessible
language. The book
includes many
illustrations and
examples to explain

basic concepts and
some of the
challenges that are
encountered when
looking for and
eliminating waste.
Identifying Waste
on the Shopfloor is
the ideal
compliment to 5S,
TPM, and other
tools for building
a lean
manufacturing
operation.
Productivity's
Shopfloor Series
books offer a
simple, cost-
effective approach
for building basic
knowledge about key
manufacturing
improvement topics.
Identifying Waste
on the Shopfloor
and all our
Shopfloor Series
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books include
innovative
instructional
features that are
the signature of
the series. The
goal: to place
powerful and proven
improvement tools
in the hands of
your entire
workforce.
Dark Holds No Terrors
American Society for Training
and Development
This best-selling book
discusses the aspects of
ldquo;successful aging,rdquo;
covering growth and
development from young
adulthood to old age, and the
impact that culture, gender,
and individual differences
have on these processes. Its
conversational and positive
tone keeps readers interested
in the subject matter, as it
encourages them to apply the
concepts of the book to their
own lives.It presents research
findings, theories, and models
from the fields of
developmental psychology,
social psychology, health
psychology, sociology, and
others to discuss topics of
prevention, compensation,
gains, and losses.For
psychologists, sociologists,
and gerontologists interested
in a valuable resource for
information about the aging
process.
Professional C# Psychology
Press
Providing great customer service
has never been more critical for

the success of any business. 10
Steps to Successful Customer
Service is designed as a quick but
effective check up to ensure that
front line professionals as well as
customer service managers focus
on the key practices that keep
and create satisfied customers.
Beginning with a focus on
individual motivation for service,
Maxine Kamin covers all the
bases critical for success from
trust and relationship building to
maintaining a big picture
perspective to avoid burn out on
the job.
Introduction to Software Testing
Infobase Publishing
Softbound Interactive Student Text
is divided into a two-volume set
that is perfed and 3-hole punched
for easy organization for middle
school students. This is volume 1.
Personal and Professional
Development for Business
Students Addison Wesley
Publishing Company
Extensively class-tested, this
textbook takes an innovative
approach to software testing:
it defines testing as the process
of applying a few well-
defined, general-purpose test
criteria to a structure or model
of the software. It
incorporates the latest
innovations in testing,
including techniques to test
modern types of software
such as OO, web applications,
and embedded software. The
book contains numerous
examples throughout. An
instructor's solution manual,

PowerPoint slides, sample
syllabi, additional examples
and updates, testing tools for
students, and example
software programs in Java are
available on an extensive
website.
Careers in Focus CPA911
Publishing
Exclusively published in
partnership with CACHE and
up-to-date with the 2012
EYFS requirements, this is the
ideal textbook for you if you
are taking the Award,
Certificate or Diploma in the
CACHE Level 3 Child Care
and Education qualification.
Written by a highly
experienced and respected
author team, this book
focuses on the knowledge and
skills you will need to obtain
the qualification, and will
support you through your
assessment and the start of
your career. Key features in
this edition: * Up-to-date
with the requirements of the
revised 2012 EYFS * Focused
and clear coverage from
authors who are respected
experts means you can trust
the content and know that it is
the key information that you
need for the course * Case
studies and Practice Tips
show you exactly how you
can use the knowledge and
concepts when you are
working * Progress Check
and In Practice features make
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sure that you have the
necessary understanding and
preparation to pass your
course * An easy-to-read and
friendly writing style keeps the
book enjoyable and accessible
for all students * Key Terms
features throughout the text
for easy reference.
Understanding Specific Learning
Difficulties Packt Publishing Ltd
An increase in research into all
facets of learning difficulties has
resulted in a deeper understanding
of the problems. This book
includes a description and
explanation of reading, spelling
and learning difficulties; provides
chapters on psychological and
neuropsychological assessment;
explains the associations between
behavioural problems and learning
difficulties; and critically reviews
remedial approaches,
incorporating a summary of what is
known about their efficacy. The
importance of dealing with
attendant behavioural problems
and the significance of
phonological knowledge in literacy
learning are central themes.;
Intended to be a succinct and
accessible synthesis of current
knowledge in this area, this book
should be of interest to
professionals who encounter
children with learning difficulties,
tertiary students and parents.
Hands-On Data Science and
Python Machine Learning
Productivity Press
During the last two decades
Europe has experienced a rise
in transnational contention.
Citizens are crossing borders
to advance alternative visions

of Europe. They spread protest
concepts and tactics and
explore new ways of
organizing dissent. Far from
being a recent phenomenon,
transnational protest is
obviously more salient in a
world of international
corporations and global
political interaction,
compounded by electronic
communication and cheap
travel. The transnational
condition permeates all
aspects of protest organization
and dynamics - from
individual biographies to
activist networks to cycles of
contention. The contributors
offer insight into this
multifaceted condition by
combining rich empirical
evidence with reflections on
the problems of transnational
research.
How to Pass OSCP Series:
Windows Privilege Escalation Step-
By-Step Guide Records of
TravelUnderstanding Children and
Young People's Mental Health
This book is not available as a print
inspection copy. To download an e-
version click here or for more
information contact your local
sales representative. 'This book
clearly approaches the "21st
century skills-issue" ... Hands-on,
reflective, thorough: a definite must-
have for students, professionals and
HE institutions.' - Nieke
Campagne, Careers/Policy
Advisor, Leiden University, The
Netherlands Whether you are
about to embark on your business
degree programme, are already a

business student or are a business
graduate, this book helps you to
develop yourself and your career in
ways which will benefit you, your
current and future employers and
society. Focused on developing
study and personal skills to enhance
your employability, it provides
insights and practical guidance on:
Developing a skill set and
competencies that will be valued by
employers, including team-
working, critical thinking,
networking, managing emotion and
managing technological change Self-
profiling through career and life
planning, and self-presentation
through career communication,
volunteering and internships
Becoming a global business
practitioner, able to anticipate
economic and cultural change,
understand a diversity of
world�views and the idea of
‘global responsibility’ Becoming
a responsible and ethical business
practitioner, embodying virtues and
values which are increasingly sought
after by employers in line with
consumer expectations. 'The first
thing I really love about Paul
Dowson’s hugely comprehensive
book is its clarity; he takes complex
themes and turns them into
accessible learning outcomes. The
other thing to love is its humanity
– it is insightful and borne of a
deep concern about how students
transition from higher education to
working life and citizenship.' - Jane
Artess, Director of Research,
Higher Education Careers Services
Unit (HECSU), UK
Excel for Accountants
Cambridge University Press
This text stresses the importance
of considering ethics as an issue
that can be taught and managed.
It provides readers with an
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understanding of how
corporations can positively
influence the behaviour of
employees.
Ghosts in Our Blood Packt
Publishing Ltd
This book is the first of a series of
How To Pass OSCP books and
focus on techniques used in
Windows Privilege Escalation. This
is a step-by-step guide that walks
you through the whole process of
how to escalate privilege in
Windows environment using many
common techniques. We start by
gathering as much information
about the target as possible either
manually or using automated
scripts. Next, we search for
misconfigured services or
scheduled tasks, insufficient file
permission on binaries or services,
vulnerable kernel, vulnerable
software running with high
privileges, sensitive information
stored on local files, credential
saved in the memory, registry
settings that always elevate
privileges before executing a
binary, hard-coded credential
contained in the application
configuration files, and many
more. Table of Contents
Introduction Section One:
Windows Configuration Chapter
1: AlwaysInstallElevated Section
Two: Domain Controller Chapter
2: Zerologon Section Three:
Windows Service Chapter 3:
Service - Insecure File Permission
Chapter 4: Service - Unquoted
Path Chapter 5: Service - Bin Path
Chapter 6: Service - Registry
Chapter 7: Service - DLL Hijacking
Section Four: Scheduled Tasks
Chapter 8: Scheduled Tasks
Section Five: Windows Registry
Chapter 9: Autorun Chapter 10:
Startup Applications Section Six:

Windows Kernel Chapter 11: Kernel
- EternalBlue Chapter 12: Kernel -
MS15-051 Chapter 13: Kernel -
MS14-058 Section Seven: Potato
Exploits Chapter 14: Juicy Potato
Chapter 15: Rogue Potato Section
Eight: Password Mining Chapter
16: Password Mining - Memory
Chapter 17: Password Mining -
Registry Chapter 18: Password
Mining - SiteList Chapter 19:
Password Mining - Unattended
Chapter 20: Password Mining -
Web.config Section Nine: UAC
Bypass Chapter 21: User Account
Control Bypass For more
information, please visit
http://www.howtopassoscp.com/.
The Transnational Condition
John Wiley & Sons
If we were to describe the C#
language and its associated
environment, the .NET
Framework, as the most
important new technology for
developers for many years, we
would not be exaggerating.
.NET is designed to provide a
new environment within
which you can develop almost
any application to run on
Windows, while C# is a new
programming language that
has been designed specifically
to work with .NET. In this
book, we introduce all the key
concepts of the C# language
and the .NET Framework. As
well as full coverage of C#
syntax, there are examples of
building all types of
applications using C# -
Windows applications and
Windows services, web
applications and web services

with ASP.NET, and Windows
and web controls. There is also
full discussion of the most
important .NET class libraries,
such as data access with
ADO.NET, the .NET XML
class libraries, and .NET
Remoting.
Understanding Children and
Young People's Mental
Health Wadsworth Publishing
Company
In turbulent sixteenth-century
Japan, orphaned Taro is taken
in by a general serving the
great warlord Takeda Shingen
and grows up to become a
samurai fighting for the
enemies of his dead family.
An ALA Notable Book.
Reissue.
Duke University Press
Why are you still alive-why
didn't you die?' Years on,
Sarita still remembers her
mother's bitter words uttered
when as a little girl she was
unable to save her younger
brother from drowning. Now,
her mother is dead and Sarita
returns to the family home,
ostensibly to take care of her
father, but in reality to escape
the nightmarish brutality her
husband inflicts on her every
night. In the quiet of her old
father's company Sarita
reflects on the events of her
life: her stultifying small town
childhood, her domineering
mother, her marriage to the
charismatic young poet
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Mahohar.
Jobcentre Plus Customer
Service Performance and
Delivery Prentice Hall
Records of
TravelUnderstanding
Children and Young People's
Mental HealthJohn Wiley &
Sons
The Affect Theory Reader Wrox
Written from the basis of the
Caribbean heritage they shared,
the author discusses
conversations with Malcolm X
regarding internationalist vision,
a trip to Mecca, travels
throughout Africa, the Black
expatriate community in
London, and Malcolm's
Grenadian and Garveyite
mother.
Self-Care for College Students
Adams Media
This book provides an accessible
introduction to the SPARK
programming language. Updated
'classic' that covers all of the new
features of SPARK, including
Object Oriented Programming.
The only book on the market that
covers this important and robust
programming language. CD-ROM
contains the main SPARK tools
and additional manuals giving all
the information needed to use
SPARK in practice. Technology:
The SPARK language is aimed at
writing reliable software that
combines simplicity and rigour
within a practical framework.
Because of this, many safety-
critical, high integrity systems are
developed using SPARK. User
Level: Intermediate Audience:
Software engineers, programmers,
technical leaders, software
managers. Engineering companies

in fields such as avionics, railroads,
medical instrumentation and
automobiles. Academics giving
MSc courses in Safety Critical
Systems Engineering, System Safety
Engineering, Software Engineering.
Author Biography: John Barnes is a
veteran of the computing industry.
In 1977 he designed and
implemented the RTL/2
programming language and was an
original member of the ADA
programming language design
team. He was founder and MD of
Alsys Ltd from 1985 to 1991.
Currently self employed, John is the
author of 'Programming in ADA'
which has sold 150000 copies and
been translated into 6 languages.
Functional Skills English
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Delivers absolutely everything
you will ever need to know to
become a master Django
programmer About This Book
Gain a complete understanding
of Django—the most popular,
Python-based web framework in
the world Gain the skills to
successfully designing,
developing, and deploying your
app This book is packaged with
fully described code so you can
learn the fundamentals and the
advanced topics to get a
complete understanding of all of
Django's core functions Who
This Book Is For This book
assumes you have a basic
understanding of the Internet
and programming. Experience
with Python or Django would
be an advantage, but is not
necessary. It is ideal for beginner
to intermediate programmers
looking for a fast, secure,
scalable, and maintainable

alternative web development
platform to those based on PHP,
Java, and dotNET. What You
Will Learn Use Django to access
user-submitted form data,
validate it, and work with it Get
to know advanced URLconf tips
and tricks Extend Django's
template system with custom
code Define models and use the
database API to create, retrieve,
update, and delete records Fully
extend and customize the default
implementation as per your
project's needs Test and deploy
your Django application Get to
know more about Django's
session, cache Framework, and
middleware In Detail Mastering
Django: Core is a completely
revised and updated version of
the original Django Book,
written by Adrian Holovaty and
Jacob Kaplan-Moss - the
creators of Django. The main
goal of this book is to make you
a Django expert. By reading this
book, you'll learn the skills
needed to develop powerful
websites quickly, with code that
is clean and easy to maintain.
This book is also a programmer's
manual that provides complete
coverage of the current Long
Term Support (LTS) version of
Django. For developers creating
applications for commercial and
business critical deployments,
Mastering Django: Core
provides a complete, up-to-date
resource for Django 1.8LTS with
a stable code-base, security fixes
and support out to 2018. Style
and approach This
comprehensive step-by-step
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practical guide offers a thorough
understanding of all the web
development concepts related to
Django. In addition to
explaining the features of
Django, this book provides real-
world experience on how these
features fit together to build
extraordinary apps.
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